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JULY 2019 AUGUST 2019 SEPTEMBER 2019 OCTOBER 2019

n ebook: IoT & endpoint security

n Product reviews: Group test 
Endpoint security

n ebook: Managing vulnerabilities  

n Product reviews: Emerging product
 Deception networks

n ebook: Balancing risk and data protection  

n Virtual Conference: Cloud hopping  

n Product reviews: Group test 
 Threat intelligence

n Technology Analyst Reports: 
 Guide to AI and machine learning

n Print issue: Ransomware attack evolution

n ebook: Behavioral analytics 

n Product reviews: Group test 
 Risk management

NOVEMBER 2019 DECEMBER 2019 JANUARY 2020 FEBRUARY 2020

n ebook: Compliance

n Product reviews: Emerging product 
Breach & attack simulation

n Special print issue: Reboot  

n ebook: email security: phishing & ransomware

n Virtual Conference: How to implement  
threat intelligence

n Product reviews: Annual Reboot Special
 Innovators & Hall of Fame

n Technology Analyst Reports: 
 IoT security guide

n ebook: Next-gen training  
& education  

n Product reviews: Group test
 Mobile device management

n Print issue: Compliance and legislation

n ebook: Artificial intelligence

n Product reviews: Group test
 Email Security

n Technology Analyst Reports: Guide to threat 
intelligence 

n Live event: SC Awards

MARCH 2020 APRIL 2020 MAY 2020 JUNE 2020

n Print issue: A read of the industry

n ebook: Social engineering, phishing  
and malware

n Virtual Conference:   
 Malware, phishing and ransomware 

n Product reviews: Group test
 Data loss prevention

 

n ebook: Application security  

n Product reviews: Group test
 SIEM & UTM

n Print issue: Risk and resiliency

n ebook: Building a SOC  

n Product reviews: Group test
 Vulnerability management

 

n Special print issue:  
Women in IT Security

n ebook: The unseen corporate network

n Virtual Conference: Identity and access 
management 

n Product reviews: Group test 
Identity management

n Technology Analyst Reports: 
 Incorporating the cloud 

CALENDAR

n print magazine   n ebook   n virtual conference   n tech report   n live event  Note: All topics subject to change based on editorial development. 



JULY 2019 AUGUST 2019 SEPTEMBER 2019

n ebook: 
 IoT & endpoint security It’s one thing to be 

able to protect your network from the things 
you know about; it’s quite another to protect 
the network against unknown threats, be 
they software or hardware threats. Today 
not only are CISOs looking at technologies to 
protect their ever-elastic perimeter from being 
breached through traditional methods, but 
they also are on the lookout for unauthorized 
or forgotten systems that connect to their 
network: the ubiquitous Shadow IT. It could 
be a long-forgotten server, a rogue network 
repeater, an employee’s mobile device or 
perhaps something even more sinister. We’ll 
look at the challenges and recommend tactics to 
find and neutralize these devices from attacking 
your network.

n Product reviews: Group test
 Endpoint security

  

n ebook: 
 Managing vulnerabilities  

What’s red and blue and keeps the CISO up at 
night? Hunting for threats in your network is no 
easy task. From the CISO’s standpoint, it’s both 
an offensive and a defensive challenge. Will the 
Red Team find a way through the company’s 
existing defenses and capture the virtual flag by 
accessing confidential data? Will the Blue Team 
identify the potential breach in time to stop the 
bad actors before they can accomplish any of 
their goals? Can you keep up with the changing 
vulnerability management landscape and keep 
your network secure? We explore these and 
other issues in this month’s ebook on managing 
vulnerabilities. 

n Product reviews: Emerging product 
Deception networks

n ebook: 
 Balancing risk and data protection  It’s always 

all about risk, but understanding how much 
risk is too much is as much an art as it is a 
science. This ebook will help you wade through 
the mire of rules, regulations, compliance and 
perhaps a bit of sleight-of-hand to balance 
your risk vs. rewards, as well as understanding 
how data protection techniques can alter the 
risk profile.

n Virtual Conference: Cloud hopping  One of 
the basic tenants of security is to not keep all 
of your data in the same place. We explore 
strategies the CISO needs to employ in order 
to ensure that business continuity despite the 
ever-changing and increasingly challenging 
cloud and fog environments.

n Product reviews: Group test
 Threat intelligence

n Technology Analyst Reports: 
 Guide to AI and machine learning  Experts 

tell us more about what to expect from these 
latest technologies and what you can do to get 
what you paid for and leverage them to support 
your team and corporate security needs. We 
also call out some AI solution providers whose 
technologies are well worth personal review.

Sponsored by 

ENCRYPTION 
EVERYWHERE

While encryption will deter data breaches, 

it comes with its own baggage — and keys

DEFENDING THE INBOX

Attackers’ threats 
are more  

sophisticated and 
complex than 

ever before. Your 
defenses have  
to be better.

April 2019  

Brought to you by Vade Secure

ExpertFocus

reference

            g
uide

Phishing

ALTERNATIVE 

MEDICINE TO 

PHIGHT PHISHING

Despite following their training,  

users are still baffled and  

defeated by phishing hustlers. 

CISOs and CIOs unleash their  

red teams to help users recognize 

the pernicious attacks. 

By Evan Schuman

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

n print magazine   n ebook   n virtual conference   n tech report   n live event  Note: All topics subject to change based on editorial development. 



OCTOBER 2019 NOVEMBER 2019 DECEMBER 2019

n October issue:  
Ransomware attack evolution –  
We take a look at how ransomware  
has evolved, the age-old question of to pay  
or not to pay, who is being affected, and how. 

n Product reviews: Group Test
 Risk management

n ebook: 
 Behavioral analytics Identifying users is all 

about knowing who they are and how they 
work with data. It’s knowing everything about 
them from how they hold their mouse to the 
files they access to the hardware and software 
they use. Behavioral analytics can tell you a lot 
about a user, but could it be too much? This 
ebook looks at how behavioral analytics is used 
today to identify users and where we’re going, 
as well as asking the question: Are we going too 
far? While companies certainly have a right and 
responsibility to know their users, the question 
for the coming years is how much is too much?  

n ebook: 
 Compliance The privacy cat is out of the 

proverbial bag. In 2018, it was GDPR in the 
European Union. In 2020, it will be California’s 
new privacy rule. And in between, a dozen or 
more local and national regulations around the 
world are targeting privacy and compliance. 
It can be a full-time job just keeping track of 
regulations, not to mention actually complying 
with them. If you work in a multinational 
company, or even just in a company that does 
business across the US, then you might well 
need to know and comply with a slew of new 
privacy rules.

n Product reviews: Emerging product  
Breach & attack simulation

 

n December/January issue: Reboot, special 
edition  – In our annual and arguably most-read 
special edition, we analyze the biggest events 
and most interesting developments of the year, 
and look ahead to hone in on the most important 
trends, concerns and priorities for the next one. 

 
n Product reviews: 
 Innovators & Hall of Fame As part of our 

annual, end-of-the-year Reboot special 
coverage, the SC Lab’s team selects new and 
innovative products and vendors that stand 
out for their strength, creativity and strategic 
placement in the market. 

n ebook: 
 Email security: phishing & ransomware Today 

you’re very likely to be facing fileless attacks 
that can bypass antimalware/antivirus software, 
so what’s a CISO to do? It is those tactics that 
we will address in this ebook.

n Virtual Conference: How to implement threat 
intelligence This event reviews what you need 
to have in place before launching a threat 
intelligence program, then how to select which 
commercial feeds to use along with how to 
implement open source intelligence.  

n Technology Analyst Reports: 
 IoT Security Guide  This extensive report 

shines light on how the establishment of smart 
buildings and deployment of evermore smart 
devices in corporations can introduce myriad 
security vulnerabilities to your environment.  
We also showcase some of the IoT-focused 
solution providers that may support some of 
your infrastructure needs.

Print Issue 1 • Ad close: 08/20/19   Materials due: 08/26/19 Print Issue 2 • Ad close: 11/29/19   Materials due: 12/05/19
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LAND OF THE 

GIANTS
2018 threw some  

cybersecurity curve  

balls but it also looked  

a lot like 2017... 

only bigger.

Sponsored by 

GOING DOWN THE RANSOMWARE RABBIT HOLE

In an industry  full of contradictions,  hustlers carve out  a niche against CISOs 

Sponsored by 

User education 

is the sharpest 

arrow in your 

cybersecurity 

quiver to stop 

phishing

USERS ARE THE 

TARGET

n print magazine   n ebook   n virtual conference   n tech report   n live event  Note: All topics subject to change based on editorial development. 
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REVIEWED IN OUR GROUP TEST

BULLISH 
ON CYBERCRIME

Cybercriminals are riding  

a bull market, globally  

carving out different  

segments and selling to 

each other. 

CloudPassage P37

Automated visibility 

across public cloud 

infrastructure
Cisco P36

A dynamic  

whitelist-based  

model

ShieldX P39

An agentless, hardware-

less, software defined 

solution

Brought to you by Skybox                                                                                                                                                                    
  February 2019

ExpertFocus

RIDERS ON THE
(CYBER) STORM

The data breach is coming.  Are you prepared?

Sponsored by 

TOMORROW’S 

ATTACKS 
TODAY

Understanding  the 

evolution of attacks 

will help CISOs prepare 

for next-generation 

cyberthreats
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REVIEWED IN OUR GROUP TEST

 PRIVACY LEGISLATION: E PLURIBUS UNUM

Panorays P33An easy-to-use  
modern powerful tool

CyberGRX P31An intuitive,  simplified platform
SecurityScorecard P35

Should be at the top  
of your list

Tur sinctis unde ni-
musam, que sime oc-

cab id explica tetur? To 
et et, cone voluptaqui 

voluptat fugiam iducimi,

JANUARY 2020 FEBRUARY 2020 MARCH 2020

n ebook: 
 Next-gen training & education It has been 

said that the user is the last line of defense 
against phishing attacks and ransomware. No 
matter how sophisticated your technology, 
it often comes down to whether or not your 
users believe the email message is valid 
and if they know what to do if they’re not 
sure.  In the past it was simple — look for 
spelling errors, awkward use of words and 
unusual requests. Today’s attackers are more 
sophisticated, creating false email threads, 
using legitimate email accounts and fileless 
attacks to trick your users. This ebook looks 
at how today’s more enlightened attackers are 
making their attacks more believable and what 
your users need to know and how to teach 
them to spot attacks before they click.  

 n Product reviews: Group test
  Mobile device management

 

n February issue: Compliance and legislation  
SC takes a deep dive into how organizations  
are abiding by new compliance mandates 
and how these mandates impact strategies, 
spending, and talent.   
(RSA Conference distribution)

n Product reviews: Group test
 Email security 

n ebook: 
 Artificial intelligence  We focus on how 

CISOs and their security teams can ask the 
right questions about AI in order to help them 
determine whether the “New and Improved 
Widget, now fortified with AI and Machine 
Learning” is something to consider, or not. In the 
end, it’s all about asking the right questions up 
front.   

n Technology Analyst Reports: 
 Guide to threat intelligence  We review 

trends in the threat intelligence market and 
explore various approaches to using highly 
sophisticated intelligence to defeat today’s 
most pernicious attackers. We also highlight 
some of the threat intelligence companies at 
which you should take a more thorough look.

n Live event: Tuesday, February 25
 SC Awards The leading awards gala  

recognizing the best in cybersecurity.

n March issue: A read of the industry – 
What does the future hold? A look at the 
cybersecurity industry as a whole. What do we 
need in the coming generations of talent?  

n Product reviews: Group test
 Data loss prevention

n ebook: 
 Social engineering, phishing and malware 

This ebook will help you educate your 
employees on how to identify social 
engineering attacks and what to do if an attack 
occurs. 

n Virtual conference: Malware, phishing 
and ransomware Our respective mailboxes 
fill with these phishing emails and malware/
ransomware-packed notes. There’s no escaping 
them. From faux invitations or lame ads to 
more legitimate-looking updates from what one 
might think is a co-worker, socially engineered 
emails come at us all like a plague and too often 
can result in crippling attacks on our larger 
organizations. End-user training can help, as 
can various behavioral analytics technologies 
to support this training and overall corporate 
employee policies. So, what are your choices 
and how do you prioritize and leverage these 
to implement the most effective holistic plans 
to safeguard your organizations’ critical assets, 
reputations and bottom lines? We get insight 
from top industry experts to help you. 

Print Issue 3 • Ad close: 12/30/19   Materials due: 01/03/20 Print Issue 4 • Ad close: 02/03/20   Materials due: 02/07/20

n print magazine   n ebook   n virtual conference   n tech report   n live event  Note: All topics subject to change based on editorial development. 



APRIL 2020 MAY 2020 JUNE 2020

n ebook: 
 Application security

n Product reviews: Group test
 SIEM & UTM

n May issue: Risk and resiliency –  
Risk management and resiliency planning is 
more important than ever. Here, we discuss  
a more holistic view to planning. 

n Product reviews: Group test
 Vulnerability management

n ebook:  
Building a SOC  Most midsize to large 
companies have a network operations 
center from which all network activity can 
be monitored and managed. However, many 
fewer companies have a formal security 
operations center – or SOC. We review how 
the SOC functions, where it fits in the overall 
architecture of an IT environment, and why 
your company might benefit from a formalized 
SOC rather than just managing security 
through the IT department.

 
 

 

n Special July/August issue:  
Women in IT Security –  
Our annual look at the prospects, status, 
gains and opportunities for women in the 
cybersecurity industry. Moving the dial is 
difficult - women continue to make up only 11 
percent of the cybersecurity workforce - but 
there is opportunity and evidence that the 
equation might soon be changing. 

n Product reviews: Group test
 Identity management

n ebook: The unseen corporate network   
This ebook offers suggestions on what the 
CISO can do to immunize the data network 
from being negatively impacted by the facilities 
network.  

n Virtual Conference: Identity and access 
management  We explore not only more 
traditional approaches, but also IAM-as-a-service, 
more up-and-coming solutions in what Gartner is 
calling Identity Analytics (founded more on risk-
based methods versus a reliance on static rules), 
and more. We also get advice on the preparation, 
management and future vision required to 
maintain strong IAM across organizations.

n Technology Analyst Reports: 
 Incorporating the cloud  We cover the issues 

facing companies as they move mission-critical 
operations to the cloud and the challenges 
companies face as they adapt to operating in 
a multi-cloud security environment. We also 
feature some cloud solution providers worth 
review.

Print Issue 5 • Ad close: 03/27/20   Materials due: 04/02/20 Print Issue 6 • Ad close: 05/22/20   Materials due: 05/28/20
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REVIEWED IN OUR GROUP TEST

Balbix P35

Leverages AI  

technologyAllgress P34

A feature-rich  

platform

Skybox P38

Gives complete  

visibility into risk

SC Media began 

lauding the strong, 

the bold and the  

successful in ouear, 

as always, we pay 

tribute to some  

incredible  

standouts.

Sponsored by 

CISOs VS. THE BOARD  
A DELICATE CONUNDRUM

Security chiefs need to tell the board the truth, albeit a more palatable version of the truth.

Sponsored by 

THE EVER-EXPANDING 

THREAT LANDSCAPE  

ON THE EDGE
As cloud,  

mobile  

and other  

endpoints  

transform,  

so do threats  

and risks

Sponsored by 

How to get G, R & C 
singing from the same hymn book

When laws and security regulations conflict, 

GRC becomes a dance with the devil

n print magazine   n ebook   n virtual conference   n tech report   n live event  Note: All topics subject to change based on editorial development. 
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